u.s./us rights left?

by billy lamont

there is no left

democrats

are in the same club

there is no right

and republicans

there is no left

just the top

and the bottom

the rich

and the peasants

the haves

and the have-nots

the few percent of this world’s people that are rich

own and control almost everything!

the church is in bed

with conservatives

the right tells the church

to not care about the

environment

this could hurt corporate

false prophets

oops i mean profits

on the left

being perceived as

caring about the environment

is a good way to get elected

pastor’s as ceo’s

christian right?

christian white

democrats are no longer left

no one left left

you are free

purchase your own slice of gloom

liberty

you are free to consume

why should we stop

shopping?

bombs are dropping!
when a few companies own everything freedom of speech

is so far out of reach

at what point should we resist?

too busy trying to survive

to be alive

greed is restructuring

taking our jobs

grabbing our pay

to steal our retirement 401k

now you have the nerve

to steal our retirement 401k

medical care by

inguarance companies not by doctors

we keep hearing about the war on terror

but what about the war on labor?

campaign for u.s.

campaign for us

in the interest of us us?

are not our interests!

oil for u.s.

as patriotism

american interests

nationalism disguised

tax breaks for the rich

welfare for the rich

and torture

through brute force

there is no left

colonization then and now

only issues in stereo

there is no right

invent think for yourself

fulfill your potential

there are higher possibilities

still need healthy boundaries

judicial tyranny
checks and balances
what are the house
and senate afraid of?
judicial tyranny
don’t they need
search warrants
to search your house?
monitoring innocent

people
guilty till proven innocent?
we the people
are not terrorists
we have rights
not just the right to remain silent
not just the right to pay taxes
at what point should we resist?

still need healthy boundaries
towards the left
pro choice
have a voice
pro choice
please choose life not death left!

our rights

have left?

our rights

have left!

money will trickle down

pay your taxes
the only thing that trickles down
is piss droplets
from the criminal elite’s penis, right?
shake it off
shake it off
the people’s trust

executive criminal
criminal elite
retreat
here comes the street!
class of thieves
The Holy Spirit grieves
capitalism’s got a black eye
more than the usual greedy stye

soundbite thought pattern
we will uncover the truth beneath
awaken the wisdom in the chaos
the underlying love, silence, peace in the noise

renegades of hope
outlaws of love
join the resistance
before it's too late!

what’s happening?
better call the green party
someone telephone ralph nader
can’t blame michael moore
better ask noam chomsky!